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Keeping In Touch

 

 
 
 

 

ABSENCES

Please inform Fusion ASAP of any cancellations. It saves
us a lot of time chasing parents at the end of the day. It is

not the schools' responsibility.
 

DARK NIGHTS

Don’t forget that when the clocks go back
on Sunday 31st October- the nights will be
getting darker. Please make sure you are
using the paths in Dark Lane and in the
staff Car Park and not walking on the

roads. 
 

We will continue to play outside after
dinner and to ensure safety children will

have a torch and hi-vi's jacket. 
 
 

JANE LEAVING. . . .

So after 7+ years we said our final goodbyes to Jane! 
Jane will be popping in from time to time so we will still see her,

but we wish her all the best in her new adventure and cannot wait
to hear all about it!

Jane has been a huge part of the Fusion family for many years and
will be missed by all.

Jane has received some lovely messages and pictures from the
children which she treasure for years to come.

Jane can enjoy her gift of a membership to the National Trust,
with a coffee in hand and a bar of chocolate in her pocket.

A BIG THANK YOU Jane!
Enjoy!

Lots of love everyone at Fusion

LOST PROPERTY

Please ensure everything that your child/ren  bring to
Fusion is labelled. We are not able to search around the

school/classrooms /outdoor premises for their
belongings. It is your child/ren's responsibility to ensure
they look after their belongings. If anything is left at the

end of the day and labelled we put it back in your
child/ren's classroom. However, if it is not labelled it goes

in the relevant lost property. 
Maybe over half term you can ensure everything is

labelled for the remainder of the  term. 

BREAKFAST CLUB

DROP OFF

Parents must walk/accompany their
child/ren to the Junior School

reception. They are not to walk
themselves here. 

The Staff Car Park at the top of Dark
Lane is NOT to be used 

Please park considerabely in Dark
Lane/Sherwood Rise.
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WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO THIS MONTH???
 

HALLOWEEN
 

 

SPACE WEEK
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